Vitom 3D: preliminary experience with intradural extramedullary spinal tumors.
In the last decade, application of the high-definition exoscope to different neurosurgical procedures has been reported in the literature. We describe the first experience with the VITOM®-3D for the surgical treatment of intradural extra-medullary tumors. Five neurosurgical procedures for the removal of intradural extra-medullary tumors were performed with the VITOM®-3D. Patients' population, feasibility of surgery under the exoscope visualization, VITOM®-3D's technical and optical characteristics, and surgical outcome were analyzed. All surgeries were performed following the common steps of spinal neurosurgical intradural procedures. The exoscope offered excellent, magnified and brilliantly illuminated high definition images of the surgical field in all the described cases. All the reported surgical operations were successfully completed under exoscope magnification from both the technical as well as the clinical points of view. No complications potentially related to the use of the exoscope occurred. Working environment ergonomics and trainees learning experience were the most relevant benefits associated with the use of exoscope. VITOM®-3D may represent a valid visualization tool in spinal procedure for intradural extra-medullary tumors. Our preliminary experience can be useful in better define the role of VITOM®-3D in neurosurgery.